Recent ALMA observations indicate that while a range of disk sizes exist, typical disk radii are small, and that radial dust drift affects the distribution of solids in disks.
INTRODUCTION
The current wealth of exoplanetary data provides crucial constraints on the potential outcomes of planet formation. The current sample of nearly 4000 confirmed exoplanets (Borucki et al. 2011; Batalha et al. 2013; Burke et al. 2014; Rowe et al. 2014; Morton et al. 2016 ) is consistently increasing as the K2 mission (Crossfield et al. 2016; Livingston et al. 2018a,b) and TESS (Gandolfi et al. 2018; Huang et al. 2018; Vanderspek et al. 2019 ) continue to discover and confirm even more exoplanets. The distribution of planets on the mass-semimajor axis (hereafter M-a) diagram reveals an immense amount of information that can significantly constrain planet formation theories. For example, exoplanet populations can be discerned from the structure in the planet distribution on the M-a diagram, and the diagram can be divided into zones that broadly define these various planet populations (Chiang & Laughlin 2013; Hasegawa & Pudritz 2013) . A key question that arises from this data is, how do planets populate these regions of the M-a diagram?
In figure 1 , we show the current distribution of confirmed exoplanets on the M-a digram. In terms of frequency, the dominant planet population consists of Earth-Neptune mass planets (1-30 M⊕) orbiting within 2 AU of their host stars, lying within zone 5 on the diagram (comprising 65.1% of the total exoplanet population). Zones 1-4 define the various classes of gas giants: hot Jupiters (zone 1; 12.7%), period-valley giants (zone 2; 4.5%), warm Jupiters (zone 3; 11.9%), and long-period giants (zone 4; 0.16%).
While the M-a diagram is useful in revealing the outcomes of planet formation, the distribution is shaped, in part, by the inherent biases present in exoplanet detection techniques. For example, the frequency of hot Jupiters on the M-a diagram exceeds the frequency of zone 3 planets, even though warm Jupiters have been shown to be the most common type of gas giant (Cumming et al. 2008 ). Occurrence rate studies, such as Santerne et al. (2016) ; Petigura et al. (2018) , account for detection biases to reveal the true underlying distribution of exoplanets. Results from these Semi-major Axis (AU) Z1: 12.7% Z2: 4.5% Z3: 11.9% Z4: 0.16% Z5: 65.1% Transit RV Imaging Microlensing Figure 1 . The observed mass-semimajor axis distribution of confirmed exoplanets. As was first suggested by Chiang & Laughlin (2013) , the diagram is divided into zones that define planet populations: hot Jupiters (zone 1), period-valley giants (zone 2), warm Jupiters (zone 3), long-period giants (zone 4), and lastly super Earths and Neptunes (zone 5). The individual planets are colourcoded based on their initial detection technique. These data were compiled using the NASA Exoplanet Archive, current as of May 31, 2019. studies are extremely useful in constraining planet formation theories, offering the best means to compare theory to observations.
In this paper, we consider planet formation in the framework of the core accretion scenario (Pollack et al. 1996) . Outcomes of the core accretion model have been shown to sensitively depend on host star and disk properties (Ida & Lin 2008; Mordasini et al. 2009; Hasegawa & Pudritz 2011; Alessi et al. 2017) .
We utilize the technique of planet population synthesis to link the range of outcomes of planet formation, as contained in the M-a diagram, to the variance of disk properties. Planet population synthesis allows one to explore the effects of ranges of input parameters on planet formation results, and the parameters we consider in this work are the disk's mass, lifetime, and metallicity. The technique has been used in many previous works, such as Ida & Lin (2004 ; Mordasini et al. (2009) ; Hasegawa & Pudritz (2013) ; Bitsch et al. (2015) ; Ali-Dib (2017); Alessi & Pudritz (2018) .
Recent observations by ALMA (e.g. ALMA Partnership et al. (2015) ; Andrews et al. (2018) ) and SPHERE (e.g. Avenhaus et al. (2018) ) have revolutionized our understanding of protoplanetary disks. In particular, observations that aim to measure disk masses and radii continue to inform planet formation models, as these quantities set the midplane densities throughout the disk, thereby affecting planet formation timescales.
For example, Ansdell et al. (2016 Ansdell et al. ( , 2018 ) measured dust and gas disk masses 1 and radii of protoplanetary disks in Lupus with ALMA. These observed disks surrounding a range of host-stellar masses have gas radii in the range of 63-500 AU at an age of ∼ 1-3 Myr. We emphasize, however, that these large, extended disks are the exception and are not indicative of typical disks that are much more compact, as indicated by numerous observations showing dust radii of 20 − 30 AU (Barenfeld et al. 2016 (Barenfeld et al. , 2017 Cox et al. 2017; Hendler et al. 2017; Tazzari et al. 2017; Cieza et al. 2019; Long et al. 2019) .
The compact dust-distribution resulting from radial drift models predicts that (sub-) mm emission from disks be more compact than measurements of CO isotopologues that trace the gas distribution (Facchini et al. 2017; Trapman et al. 2019 ). The Ansdell et al. (2018) survey of the Lupus disks found that gas disk radii were typically between 1.5 and 3 times larger than dust disk radii. This offset can be explained by the differences in optical depths of gas and dust without the need to consider effects of radial drift (Facchini et al. 2017) . Radial drift, however, is indicated in cases where there is a more severe discrepancy between the gas and dust disk radii (i.e. Facchini et al. (2019) ).
Quantifying disk properties has also been approached numerically in Bate (2018) , who used radiative hydrodynamic calculations to compute distributions of disk masses and radii resulting from protostellar collapse. This work shows that initial disk radii significantly larger than ∼ 70 AU are uncommon. Constraints on distributions of disk properties, revealed either observationally or from simulations of disk formation, improve population synthesis models and the predicted outcomes of planet formation.
In Alessi & Pudritz (2018) , we performed a suite of population synthesis calculations that assumed a constant disk dust-to-gas ratio of 1:100 while exploring the effects of planet envelope opacity and disk metallicity. In these calculations, we found that our models were unable to produce low-mass, short-period super Earths. While our models did produce many low-mass planets in the super-Earth -Neptune mass range, the majority of these had orbital radii exceeding 2 AU, situated outside of the observable limit for planets of these masses. This result was insensitive to model parameters.
Here, we incorporate a more realistic dust treatment by directly modelling the radial drift of solid dust particles throughout to the disk's evolution. We account for dust evolution through coagulation, fragmentation, and most importantly, radial drift. Radial drift of solids throughout the disk can drastically change the disk's dust density profile, depleting outer regions of large grains (Brauer, Dullemond & Henning 2008; Birnstiel, Dullemond & Brauer 2010a) . The resulting distribution of solids affects solid accretion rates onto planets, in turn affecting planet formation outcomes in this work. Including dust evolution, therefore, will have a particularly large affect on the formation of super-Earths and Neptunes (whose masses are dominated by solids), and their resulting period distribution.
A crucial feature of planet formation theories is a physical means to prevent the loss of forming planetary cores by rapid type-I migration (Alibert, Mordasini & Benz 2004; Ida & Lin 2008; Mordasini, Alibert & Benz 2009) . A solution to this "type-I migration problem" is planet traps -locations of zero net-torque on forming planetary cores that arise at inhomogeneities or transitions in disks (Masset et al. 2006; Hasegawa & Pudritz 2011) . As these are locations of zero net-torque on planetary cores that would otherwise experi-ence rapid inward migration, planet traps are the most likely locations of planet formation within the protoplanetary disk.
The planet traps that we consider in this model are the water ice line (the location of an opacity transition), the outer edge of the dead zone (a transition in disk turbulence), and the heat transition (separating an inner viscously heated region from an outer region heated through stellar radiation). While there are other disk features that can result in planet traps, such as the inner edge of the dead zone (Masset et al. 2006) , the dust sublimation front (Flock et al. 2019) , or other volatile ice lines (such as CO2 -see Cridland, Pudritz & Alessi (2019) ), the three we include are the traps in the main planet-forming region of the disk. Planet traps have been previously used in population synthesis calculations, such as Matsumura et al. (2007) ; Hasegawa & Pudritz (2013 ; Hasegawa (2016) ; Alessi & Pudritz (2018) , who show that including this set of traps and their range of radii can result in the formation of the various observed exoplanet classes.
The goal of this work is to study the effects of dust evolution and radial drift on the resulting distribution of planets. By including dust evolution effects, we compare how important dust drift is to planet formation by comparing the period distribution of resulting super Earth and Neptune planets to our previous work (Alessi & Pudritz 2018) that assumed a constant 1:100 dust-to-gas ratio. Additionally, we will explore the link between disk properties and the statistical distribution of planets on the M-a diagram. In particular, since the dust distribution in disks will depend on their initial sizes, we will explore the effect of the characteristic radius of initial protoplanetary disks upon the resulting planet populations.
We have discovered an intriguing result, namely, that the ratio of warm Jupiters and super Earths formed at the ice line trap is physically linked to the initial disk radius. Warm Jupiters are produced in excess of super Earths in both small and large disks, with the largest super Earth population formed at intermediate disk sizes of roughly 50 AU. This result is only encountered when dust evolution and radial drift effects are included in our models. Since the exoplanet data clearly indicates low-mass planets to be the dominant planet population, intermediate disk sizes (producing the largest number of super Earths) provide us with the best populations to compare with observations. This result is supported by MHD-simulations of disk formation during protostellar collapse that produce disks comparable to this size, depending on the mass-to-magnetic flux rato of the collapsing region (Masson et al. 2016) . Additionally, we find our models are able to produce super Earths with small orbital radii (∼ 0.03 AU) due to radial drift and the resulting delayed growth at the dead zone trap. This is a region of the M-a diagram that the constant dust-to-gas ratio models of our previous work, Alessi & Pudritz (2018) , was unable to populate.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. In section 2, we give an overview of our model, first describing our calculation of the disk's physical conditions and its evolution in 2.1. We then outline the evolution and resulting distribution of dust in 2.2. In 2.3, we describe our model of planet formation and migration -notably the trapped type-I migration phase. In 2.4 we outline our population synthesis method. Our planet population results are shown in section 3. In section 4, we discuss our results and summarize this work's key findings.
MODEL
This section summarizes the model used in this work, that combines models of the structure of an evolving protoplanetary disk, growth and radial drift of dust particles, the core accretion model of planet formation, and planet migration in a population synthesis calculation. We stochastically vary four parameters in our population synthesis approach, three of which describe properties of protoplanetary disks whose distributions are observationally constrained. The fourth parameter that we vary in our population synthesis framework is the only intrinsic model parameter stochastically varied.
For a detailed description of our disk, planet formation, and migration models, we refer the reader to Alessi et al. (2017) ; Alessi & Pudritz (2018) . The dust evolution model, as a new inclusion to our calculations, is covered in detail in section 2.2.
Disk Model
We compute protoplanetary disk structure and evolution using the Chambers (2009) model. We briefly mention the key assumptions of this model in this section, and refer the reader to Appendix A for a more complete description.
The Chambers (2009) model is a 1+1D model that evolves with time due to viscous accretion and photoevaporation. While, generally, disk evolution takes place due to a combination of MRI-turbulence and MHD-driven disk winds, the Chambers (2009) model inherently assumes the former. As a result of this assumption, disks will spread as they evolve according to,
with R being the disk's size, which depends on the disk's changing accretion rateṀ throughout its evolution. We emphasize that the Chambers (2009) disk models the evolution of the total (gas + dust) surface density, so the disk size R best corresponds to a gas disk radius. Our fiducial setting for the initial disk radius R0 is 50 AU. We highlight this feature of the disk model as the setting of the initial disk radius and its affect on planet populations will be explored in detail in this work. The fiducial setting for the initial disk mass is M0 = 0.1 M . This is a stochasticallyvaried parameter in our population synthesis models -see equation 7.
The disk midplane is heated through a generalized viscous accretion (dominant in the inner region) and radiative heating from the host-star (dominant in the outer region). These two different heating mechanisms lead to different surface density and temperature power-law indices depending on the dominant heating mechanism at the radius in question. The heat transition, a planet trap in our model, separates these two regimes.
We refer the reader to figure A1 for the disk's accretion rate evolution, and radial profiles of the surface density and midplane temperature throughout the disk's evolution.
Dust Evolution
The main addition to our model in this work is the inclusion of dust evolution, as the disk dust-to-gas ratio was assumed to be 1:100 in previous works (Alessi et al. (2017) ; Alessi & Pudritz (2018) ). We use the Birnstiel, Klahr & Ercolano (2012) two-population dust model that accounts for dust evolution through coagulation, fragmentation, and radial drift. These effects are crucial for interpreting modern disk images (i.e. Birnstiel et al. (2018) ).
The Birnstiel et al. (2012) model is itself a simplified version of a full dust simulation over a distribution of grain sizes, as it only considers two grain sizes (a small, monomer grain size and a large grain near the upper limit of the grain size distribution), yet is able to reproduce the full simulation results of Birnstiel, Dullemond & Brauer (2010a) . The two-population model is thus advantageous as our population synthesis calculations benefit from its reduced computational cost. We have modified the Birnstiel et al. (2012) dust model such that the gas evolves according to the Chambers (2009) disk model (section 2.1). The initial global dust-togas ratio input into the Birnstiel et al. (2012) dust model scales with metallicity as,
where f dtg,0 = 0.01 is the often-assumed setting for Solar metallicity. In Alessi & Pudritz (2018) , the dust-to-gas ratio was assumed to be radially and temporally constant, and dust evolution was not considered. Fragmentation (i.e. Blum & Wurm (2000) ) and radial drift (i.e. Weidenschilling (1977) ) are barriers to the maximum size that grains can grow. By equating the relative velocity of grains to their fragmentation velocity, u f , Birnstiel, Dullemond & Brauer (2009) show the maximum grain size in the fragmentation-limited case to be,
where f f is an order-unity parameter, Σg is the gas surface density, and ρs is the volume-density of solids. Analytical models of grain size distributions in Birnstiel, Ormel & Dullemond (2011) find that most of the mass in large grains is contained in sizes slightly below the maximum fragmentation-limited grain size. The fragmentation parameter f f in equation 3 is used to correct this offset. By comparing to their detailed simulations (Birnstiel et al. 2010a ), a best-fit setting of f f = 0.37 was found in Birnstiel et al. (2012) . We follow Birnstiel et al. (2010a) for settings of the fragmentation velocity u f . Within the ice line, grains have a fragmentation threshold velocity of 1 m s −1 , while outside the ice line, grains are enshrouded in an icy layer that strengthens the grains, increasing the fragmentation velocity threshold to 10 m s −1 . The region of the disk where water undergoes its phase transition spans of order a few tenths of an AU in our model (Cridland et al. 2016; Alessi et al. 2017) . We follow Cridland, Pudritz & Birnstiel (2017) , who model the transition in u f across the width of the ice line with an arctan function, fit to the radial ice distributions of Cridland et al. (2016) .
Radial drift is a result of the drag forces experienced by dust grains due to the sub-Keplerian orbit of gas in the disk. While fragmentation does not change the radial distribution of dust surface density, Σ d (only redistributes dust mass among smaller grain sizes), radial drift affects the orbits of large grains which in turn affects Σ d . The difference between the two effects is apparent when comparing dust evolution models, and resulting Σ d distributions, that include radial drift (i.e. Brauer et al. (2008) ) to those that do not (i.e. Dullemond & Dominik (2005) ).
By equating growth and radial drift timescales, Birnstiel et al. (2012) derive the maximum grain size in the driftlimited case to be,
where f d is an order-unity parameter, VK is the local Keplerian velocity, and γ is the absolute value of the power-law index of the gas pressure profile,
The parameter f d is calibrated in Birnstiel et al. (2012) by comparing to detailed numerical simulations (Birnstiel et al. 2010a) , who find a best-fit value of f d = 0.55. We note that we have explored a range of settings f d = 0.1 − 1 and find results of the Birnstiel et al. (2012) model to be insensitive to this parameter. The grain size distribution up to the maximum grain size can be reasonably fit with a power law (i.e. Birnstiel et al. (2011)) ,
where A and δ are positive constants. These constants depend on the maximum grain size, therefore depending on whether fragmentation or radial drift limits the growth (i.e. the smaller of a frag and a drift ). After computing the evolution of the two grain sizes in the two-population model, Birnstiel et al. (2012) reconstruct the full distribution, calibrated by Birnstiel et al. (2010a) , throughout the disk. In figure 2 (left), we plot radial profiles of the dust-togas ratio, Σ d /Σg, computed using the Birnstiel et al. (2012) dust model at various stages throughout our fiducial disk's evolution. The disk can be divided into three regions: (1) interior to the ice line, the grains have a lower fragmentation velocity, and their growth is fragmentation limited ; (2) outside the ice line, the grains' larger fragmentation velocity allows growth to larger sizes, and growth is therefore drift limited ; and lastly (3) the small region across the ice line where the fragmentation velocity transitions. In the right panel of figure 2 , we show the gas and dust surface density profiles after 1 Myr of disk evolution.
The effects of radial drift are apparent in figure 2, as the regions of the disk outside the ice line (the drift-limited regime) are depleted in solids compared to within the ice line. At early times, the dust-to-gas ratio is enhanced near the ice line as radial drift efficiently moves solids from the outer disk inwards. The global dust-to-gas ratio decreases in time as stellar accretion takes place, and dust is removed without being replenished. After ∼ 1 Myr, the dust-to-gas ratio falls beneath the often-assumed 1:100 value at all radii, even in the fragmentation limited inner disk.
From the results of the dust model, one can infer two imposed restrictions on our planet formation calculations, Figure 3 . Evolution of dust-to-gas ratio profiles are shown for disks of different initial radii: R 0 = 33 AU (left), the fiducial R 0 = 50 AU (middle), and R 0 = 66 AU (right). The dust-to-gas ratio in the inner regions (at the ice line and fragmentation-limited regime) is higher in disks with larger R 0 settings. Profiles otherwise show the same qualitative behaviour regardless of R 0 setting (fragmentation and drift-limited regimes with the ice line physically separating the two). Figure 4 . The dust-to-gas ratio at the ice line is plotted at various times throughout fiducial mass and metallicity disks' evolutions with different settings of the initial disk radius. At all disk evolution times, the dust-to-gas ratio at the ice line is larger for disks with larger R 0 values. and in particular the solid accretion phase. First, and most crucially, solid accretion from regions of the disk outside the ice line will be inefficient as this region is depleted in solids by radial drift. The second is that solid accretion timescales will increase after ∼ 1 Myr as the dust-to-gas ratio has decreased beneath 0.01 across all radii.
In figure 3 , we show how the initial disk radius affects dust-to-gas ratio profiles by comparing smaller (33 AU) and larger (66 AU) settings of the initial disk radius to the fiducial 50 AU case. Regardless of the initial disk radius setting, the computed dust-to-gas ratio profiles show the same qualitative behaviour. All profiles display a dust-depleted outer (drift-limited) region and an inner fragmentation-limited region with higher dust surface densities, with the ice line physically separating the two due to the changing fragmentation velocity.
In figure 4, we summarize a key trend seen in figure 3 by plotting the dust-to-gas ratios at the ice line at various evolution times in disks with different initial radii. We see that the dust-to-gas ratios in the inner regions of the disk (namely at the ice line and the fragmentation-limited region) are systematically higher in disks with larger initial disk radii settings. While the ice line does shift inwards slightly in larger disks due to the lower surface density, the change in the ice line's location between the three disk radius settings is small, with the difference being less than 1 AU between the 33 AU and 66 AU initial disk radii. Since, in the three models there is the same dust mass spread across the entire disk initially, larger disk radii settings will have more dust existing outside of the ice line simply because the disks themselves are more extended. The biggest effect of radial drift in these models is to remove dust from the outer disk, efficiently migrating it inwards to the ice line. Therefore, in more extended disks (bigger R0), radial drift will have more material to transport inwards to the ice line, resulting in the trend of increasing dust-to-gas ratios in the inner disk with increasing initial disk radius.
A potential limitation of the Birnstiel et al. (2010a Birnstiel et al. ( , 2012 models is that radial drift is too efficient, and the corresponding discrepancy between the dust and gas distributions in disks are too extreme. When comparing the spectral energy distribution indices resulting from the Birnstiel et al. (2010a) simulation's dust distribution to observed indices of the Ophiucus disks, Birnstiel et al., (2010b) found that radial drift needed to be suppressed in order to fit to the observations. Dust trapping by local pressure maxima in disks is a physical means by which radial drift can be halted and extended dust distributions be maintained (Pinilla et al. 2012) . Recent disk observations have revealed dust substructures consistent with confinement to dust traps (Casassus et al. 2015; van der Marel et al. 2015; Dullemond et al. 2018) , supporting this theory.
Dust trapping is not included in this work, as it is not present in the Birnstiel et al. (2012) model. We do, however, include the effects of a changing fragmentation velocity across the ice line, which mimics the effects of a dust trap through local enhancement in solid density. While radial drift may be too efficient in this calculation, one of the main goals in this paper is to explore its unhindered effect on our planet populations. We also highlight that the combination of our previous work (Alessi & Pudritz 2018) where radial drift was not included, and this paper's high setting of radial drift explore the two extreme ends of radial drift's effects.
Planet Migration & Formation
Our treatment of planet migration and formation is unchanged from our previous work, Alessi & Pudritz (2018) , and we refer the reader to Appendix B for a complete description.
The planet traps we include in our model are the water ice line, the heat transition, and the outer edge of the dead zone. The ice line's location is determined using an equilibrium chemistry calculation. The heat transition separates the inner portion of the disk where heating at the midplane takes place due to a generalized viscous accretion, and the outer portion of the disk heated via host-star radiation. The heat transition's location is determined within the framework of the Chambers (2009) disk model. We compute the location of the dead zone's outer edge using the radiative transfer model presented in Matsumura & Pudritz (2003) . In this work, we only consider X-ray ionization caused by magnetospheric accretion and the resulting dead zone location, as our previous work (Alessi & Pudritz (2018) ) showed X-ray ionized disks (as opposed to galactic cosmic rays) to produce features in the resulting M-a distribution that better resembled the data.
We consider the core accretion model of planet formation. We use the Birnstiel et al. (2012) dust model to compute the solid surface density distribution throughout the disk, thereby influencing solid accretion rates onto planetary cores. We use our best-fit envelope opacity models of Alessi & Pudritz (2018) to set gas accretion parameters in equations for the critical core mass (equation B7) and the Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale (equation B8). Termination of gas accretion is handled by a parameter, fmax, in our models (equation B9) that relates a planet's final mass to its gap-opening mass (equation B3).
In figure 5 , left panel, we plot planet formation tracks resulting from a 5 Myr-lived disk that incorporate the dust model's effects on the solid distribution. We choose a longlived disk to illustrate types of gas giants arising from various traps in our model. In figure 5 , right panel, we show planet formation tracks that assume a constant dust-to-gas ratio (the approach of Alessi & Pudritz (2018)) for comparison.
Planet formation at the ice line benefits from the early enhancement of solids caused by radial drift in the outer disk. This planet completes its solid accretion phase within 1 Myr and formation in this trap results in a warm Jupiter. The effects of radial drift on our planet formation model are apparent in the case of the heat transition track. The solid accretion rates onto this planet are extremely low, due to the trap being outside the ice line (see figure B1 ), in the radialdrift limited region of the disk that is depleted in solids.
The dead zone trap is initially situated outside the ice line as well, until a ∼ 1 Myr when it migrates within the ice line. Thus, the solid accretion rate is initially low for the planet forming in the dead zone trap as it is accreting from the radial-drift depleted region. After 1 Myr, the planet enters the fragmentation-limited region interior to the ice line with higher solid surface densities, and its accretion rate therefore increases. The result of planet formation in this trap is a hot Jupiter, whose mass is somewhat below that of the warm Jupiter near 1 AU We emphasize that in the ice line and dead zone planet formation tracks, the slow gas accretion phase takes 2-3 Myr which is comparable to a typical disk lifetime. This highlights the way in which super Earths and Neptunes form in our model -these are planets whose disks photoevaporate during their slow gas accretion phases. Namely, if we were to use an average disk lifetime of 3 Myr in our example calculation (figure 5), the ice line and dead zone would both have formed a Neptune mass planet at different orbital radii. The comparable slow gas accretion timescales to typical disk lifetimes suggest that this outcome should be common in our calculations.
Population Synthesis
We use a planet population synthesis approach to account for the spread in disk properties in the outcomes of planet formation models and distribution of computed populations on the M-a diagram. We stochastically vary four parameters in our population synthesis calculations, three of which are disk properties resulting from protostellar collapse that are external to our calculation -the disk lifetime, initial mass, and metallicity. The fourth stochastically varied parameter is the fmax parameter that determines the mass where gas accretion terminates (see equation B9 and related discussion). This is the only parameter intrinsic to our model that is varied. We use a log-uniform distribution for fmax ranging from 1 to 500.
We use the same disk mass, lifetime, and metallicity distributions as Alessi & Pudritz (2018) . In the cases of disk mass and lifetime, we use a log-normal distribution,
with µ lt = 3 Myr and σ lt = 0.222 as mean and standard deviation for the disk lifetime distribution, and µm = 0.1 M and σm = 0.138 for the initial disk mass distribution. A normal distribution is used for disk metallicities,
with µZ = -0.012 and σZ = 0.21 providing a fit the metallicity distribution of G-type planet-hosting stars.
In this work, we explore the effects of initial disk radius on resulting planet populations. We do this by keeping the initial disk radius constant within each population, rather than choosing a distribution of disk radii to stochastically sample over. We do so to highlight the differences comparing populations with different initial disk radii. Including this as an additional stochastically varied parameter in the populations would 'wash out' the parameter's effects. We note that we assume the distribution of disk masses to be unchanged regardless of the choice of initial disk radius in each individual population. While observations do indicate a correlation between disk masses and radii (Tazzari et al. 2017; Tripathi et al. 2017; Ansdell et al. 2018 ), we treat these as separate, uncorrelated parameters to isolate the effects of varying the initial disk radius on our resulting planet populations, independent of changes in the disk mass distribution.
In the more massive disks considered in our population synthesis framework, and particularly with smaller settings of the disk's initial radius, disks in our model can be gravitationally unstable at early times ( several 10 5 years), but only at large radii ( 25-30 AU). The region where planet formation takes place ( 10 AU, outside of which solid accretion rates are negligible) lies well within the gravitationally stable region for all disks considered.
The most extreme case for gravitational instability that can be encountered in our populations is an initial disk mass of 0.2 M and initial radius of 33 AU, for which the disk is initially stable out to 25 AU. The gravitationally unstable inner boundary shifts outwards as the disk evolves until the disk is entirely stable by 0.8 Myr. However, due to the lognormal distribution of initial disk masses (equation 7), sampling such a large disk mass as considered in this example is rare, and typical disk masses encountered in our populations will have gravitationally unstable regions confined to even larger radii and earlier times.
We include a summary of parameters used in our calculations and their fiducial settings in table 1. Our population synthesis calculations consist of a Monte Carlo method whereby the four varied parameters' distributions are stochastically sampled before computing a planet for-mation track (as listed in table 1, the disk lifetime, initial disk mass, metallicity, and maximum planet mass parameter fmax). To compute a population, we iterate this process 1000 times in each trap, for a total of 3000 planets in each population.
RESULTS

Fiducial Population
In figure 6 , we show the population resulting from the full dust evolution treatment and the fiducial setting of the initial disk radius, R0 = 50 AU. The data points show the final masses and semi-major axes of the planets at the disk lifetime of the disk in which they form -a varied parameter in our population synthesis calculation. The dust evolution model plays a key role in shaping this distribution, with the outer disk being depleted in solids by radial drift towards the ice line. The resulting planet formation within each trap can be understood by considering where the traps exist with respect to the ice line.
Planet formation at the ice line in the fiducial model produces a mix of super Earths and Neptune-mass planets, as well as gas giants, primarily in the warm Jupiter (zone 3) region of the M-a diagram. At early stages in the disk's evolution, inward radial drift of solids from the outer disk results in a local enhancement of solids at the ice line (see figure 2 ), and solid accretion at this trap is therefore efficient. Short solid accretion timescales in turn will result in short gas accretion timescales, making the ice line a main producer of warm gas giants.
In the case of planet formation at the heat transition, very few planets with masses exceeding only 1 M⊕ are formed. The majority of planets formed in this trap accrete very little mass, and have final planet masses near the initial condition mass of 0.01 M⊕. The heat transition lies outside the ice line for nearly all planet masses and metallicities encountered in the population synthesis calculations. Since the region of the disk outside of the ice line is depleted in solids by efficient radial drift, planets forming in the heat transition have extremely long solid accretion timescales due to the low solid surface densities, resulting in inefficient overall growth.
Planets formed in the dead zone trap result in a range of planet masses: low mass (< 1 M⊕) planets, super Earths and Neptunes, as well as gas giants spread over a range of orbital radii, but typically shorter periods than gas giants formed in the ice line. The dead zone trap initially lies outside the ice line but quickly migrates inwards, intersecting the ice line at ∼ 1 Myr and ending up in the inner disk towards the end of disk evolution. Solid accretion is therefore inefficient initially while the dead zone exists outside the ice line, as was the case for planets forming in the heat transition. Solid accretion becomes efficient once the dead zone migrates within the ice line and planets forming within the dead zone encounter the high solid surface densities in the fragmentation-limited regime of the disk.
The relatively fast migration of the dead zone trap and the delayed solid accretion caused by the dead zone's migration inside the ice line result in the three cases of planet classes: (1) Low-mass planets (< 1 M⊕) are produced in the case of the shortest disk lifetimes where the planets primarily accrete from outside of the ice line where solids are depleted;
(2) Zone 5 planets result from intermediate disk lifetimes where the dead zone has migrated inside the ice line and the solid accretion stage has taken place, but gas accretion has insufficient time to produce gas giants; Lastly (3), gas giants are formed from the dead zone in the longest-lived disks.
Effects of Initial Disk Radius
In figure 7, we explore the effects of initial disk radius on our population results. We consider a range of initial disk radii spanning from 33 AU to 66 AU. This range was chosen to encompass the range of disk radii predicted by models of disk formation in protostellar collapse simulations, with the small disk radius end corresponding to a somewhat strong setting of the mass-to-magnetic flux parameter (Masson et al. 2016) , and the large disk radius end corresponding to the pure hydrostatic case (Bate 2018) . Since our disk model is assumed to evolve via viscous evolution, through which disk spreading results. After 1 Myr of disk evolution, the corresponding range of disk sizes becomes 63 -90 AU, and after 3 Myr of evolution (a typical disk lifetime), this range corresponds to 125-140 AU. As discussed in section 2.4, the range of disk masses that we consider remains the same in each population run, despite the initial disk radius changing. The changes in population outcomes between runs with different initial disk radii is therefore physically caused by changes in the disk's surface density.
The initial disk radius affects planet formation outcomes in each trap in our models, with the ice line being the most sensitive to the setting of R0. The planets that form in the ice line trap can be divided into two groups: those in the super Earth -Neptune mass range, and gas giant planets, the majority of which populate the warm Jupiter region of the M-a diagram. In the cases of the smallest and largest disks considered in figure 7 , the ice line produces many more gas giants than zone 5 planets. The population of super Earths and Neptunes formed in the ice line reaches a maximum at intermediate disk radii near 50 AU. Additionally, the mass of the zone 5 planets that are produced in the ice line systematically increases as larger disk sizes are considered. In the case of the largest disk size, the population of ice line super Earths nearly washes out entirely, with the ice line producing gas giants almost exclusively.
The dead zone produces a combination of gas giants, zone 5 planets, and sub-Earth mass planets in each population regardless of the setting of initial disk radius. However, planet formation becomes slightly more efficient as the disk radius increases, for the same reason as it does in the heat transition. Thus, more gas giants are formed in the dead zone at larger R0 settings. The minimum orbital radii of super Earths formed in the dead zone also increases with initial disk radius. In the smallest disk radius run, the dead zone produced super Earths with orbital radii as small as ∼ 0.03 AU, whereas in the case of the largest disk radius run, super Earths formed in the dead zone all had orbital radii larger than 0.1 AU.
The heat transition primarily produces sub-Earth mass planets in all but the largest initial disk radius runs. As larger disk sizes are considered, the upper end of the mass distribution of planets formed in the heat transition increases, and begins to substantially populate zone 5. In the R0 = 60 AU and 66 AU runs, the heat transition forms a significant number of super Earths at larger orbital radii than those produced in the dead zone. Recalling that substantial solid accretion only takes place near or within the ice line, these results for the heat transition planets can be explained by noting that the heat transition trap converges with the ice line at systematically earlier times when lower surface density disks are considered. Therefore, it becomes increasingly likely for the heat transition to migrate to the high solid surface density regions of the disk at a given disk mass as the initial disk radius is increased. The subset of planets formed in the heat transition that incur some solid accretion thereby increase as the setting of R0 increases.
In figure 8 , we present the key plot of the paper, which summarizes the results of figure 7 by plotting the frequencies by which planets populate the different zones of the M-a diagram as a function of initial disk radius.
We highlight the drastic variation among warm Jupiters (zone 3) and super Earths (zone 5) as the initial disk radius is changed. For both small and large settings of R0, warm Jupiters form more frequently than super Earths, with super Earth formation frequency maximized at intermediate settings of initial disk radius near 50 AU. Moreover, there is a striking trade-off between these two planet populations, with the increasing super Earth population at intermediate disk radii coupled with a corresponding decreasing warm Jupiter population.
We show this in figure 8 by including a summed zone 3 and zone 5 population frequency that remains relatively constant across the range of explored R0 settings. This disk radius-dependent exchange between super Earths and warm Jupiters is driven exclusively by planet formation at the ice line where the relative formation frequencies of super Earth and Neptune-massed planets and gas giants are sensitive to the setting of R0. Our results show that planet formation is fundamentally linked to disk properties, as the formation frequency of super Earths is linked to the disk's radius.
Additionally, we find that the populations of hot Jupiters (zone 1) and period-valley giants (zone 2) are insensitive to the setting of R0, with the corresponding frequencies having minimal variation across the span of R0 investigated. We find no disk radius-dependent interplay between hot Jupiters and super Earths comparable to that seen with the warm Jupiter population. Since the warm Jupiter population is to a large extent formed from the ice line and the hot Jupiters through the dead zone, we conclude that planet formation at the ice line is sensitive to the initial disk radius setting, while formation at the dead zone is not.
In figure 9 (left panel) , we consider a series of individual planet formation tracks that consider different initial disk radii, holding other parameters (disk mass, metallicity, and lifetime) constant. This is done to investigate the results we see regarding the formation frequency of gas giants and super Earths at the ice line, and their dependence on the initial disk radius. We highlight that all initial radii settings result in tracks that efficiently form zone 3 gas giants, with the exception of the R0 = 50 AU case that undergoes significant inward migration during its formation. We also note that the initial position of the cores (i.e. the initial position of the ice line) shifts inwards as the disk radius is increased, due to the lower disk surface density.
In figure 9 , right panel, we show the solid accretion timescale for the series of ice line planet formation tracks computed using equation B6. The solid accretion rate scaling is τc,acc ∼ r 3/5 p Σ −1 d Σ −2/5 g , with the dust and gas surface densities being calculated at the location of the planet (i.e. the ice line). As was discussed in section 2.2, the dust surface density at the ice line increases as the disk radius is increased. The ice line's position does shift inward for larger R0, however this change is small compared to the variations in the disks' extents that we have explored. The dust surface density is larger at the ice line for bigger disk radii settings simply because the drift-limited region is larger and there is more dust from the outer disk that is transported into the ice line. Therefore, both the smaller rp and larger Σ d contribute to a shorter solid accretion timescale in larger disks. The gas surface density, however, is larger for the smaller disk settings due to the initial disk mass being held constant with the radius changing.
Combining these three effects, the right panel of figure  9 clearly shows that the solid accretion timescale at the ice line is shorter as the disk radius is increased. The difference between the τc,acc values is largest at early times, and when comparing more compact disks (i.e. the difference is smaller when comparing two large R0 settings). This shows that solid accretion is most efficient at the ice line in large disks. Since subsequent gas accretion is dependent upon the solid accretion stage, this indicates that the ice line should be more efficient at forming gas giants in disks with larger initial radii. We also note that the solid accretion timescales converge within 1 Myr, and by that time the difference in timescales is small across the range of R0 values considered.
This trend is shown in our population results for disks with initial radii 50 AU and larger (see figure 8 ). The super Earth formation frequency is maximized at 50 AU, mainly due to formation of this class of planets at the ice line. Beyond 50 AU, the frequency of zone 3 gas giants increases due to faster solid accretion caused by radial drift transporting more solids to the ice line in bigger disks. However, our population results also show the gas giant formation frequency to be large in disks smaller than 50 AU, namely the 33 AU and 42 AU cases.
This begs an interesting question because as we have seen, more massive planets are expected for large disks based on the amount of solid material is available at the ice line. Therefore a different aspect of our planet formation model must be causing gas giants to form more frequently than super Earths within the ice line in disks with small initial radii.
Another important aspect of giant planet formation is the amount of gas that will accrete onto them. We note that this is controlled by the gap opening mass. Accordingly, in figure 10 , we plot the gap-opening masses of planets forming at the ice line in disks with different initial radii, computed using equation B3. We see immediately that the gap-opening masses for these planets are larger in more compact disks. This trend can be simply explained by considering the gapopening mass' dependence on the disk aspect ratio, with MGAP ∼ h 3 or h 5/2 , depending on whether the viscous or thermal gap-opening criterion is met.
The disk aspect ratio scales as h ∼ T 1/2 r 1/2 p and we note that, since we are considering planet formation to take place at the ice line, the local disk temperature will be the same (the sublimation temperature of water) regardless of the initial disk radius setting. This simplifies the above gapopening mass scaling to MGAP ∼ r 3/2 p or r 5/4 p . Since the initial masses of the disks we are comparing are the same, the column density in more compact disks will be higher, and in turn the ice line trap (which sets the planets' radii, rp) will exist at a larger radius.
Thus, larger ice line planet radii rp in smaller disks leads to the trend seen in figure 10, whereby the gap opening masses of planets forming at the ice line are larger in disks with smaller initial radii. As previously mentioned (see initial position of planets in figure 9, left panel) , the position of the ice line does not vary drastically with initial disk radius, but the sensitive scaling of the gap-opening mass with planet radius causes for the somewhat large range of gap-opening masses encountered across the investigated range of R0.
Planets forming at the ice line in more compact disks (the 33 and 42 AU cases) are less impacted by gas accretion termination due to their larger gap-opening masses, and we attribute the high gas giant formation frequency in these smaller R0 disks to this. We recall that termination of gas accretion is set by our fmax parameter (see equation B9), with low fmax settings of order unity corresponding to planets whose gas accretion is terminated shortly after they exceed their gap-opening masses. In these cases, low fmax settings of order unity can terminate gas accretion at an intermediate super Earth -Neptune mass that results in a planet population zone 5. Due to the larger gap-opening mass in smaller disks, these planets have a smaller fmax range that can lead Figure 10 . We plot gap-opening masses for planets forming at the ice line in disks with different initial radius settings, and otherwise fiducial parameters. The gap-opening mass is systematically larger in more compact disks.
to planets populating zone 5. This outcome is therefore less likely for smaller settings of R0, but has a larger effect on planets forming in disks with larger R0 settings. To summarize, the large formation frequency of gas giants at the ice line in small disks is a result of the larger gap-opening masses, and the planets therefore being less subjected to the effects of gas accretion termination. On the large disk radius end of explored R0 range, the high formation frequency of gas giants at the ice line is a result of the higher solid surface densities at the trap, and the correspondingly shorter solid accretion timescales. The R0 = 50 AU setting, as an intermediate disk radius case, is the least optimal setting for formation of gas giants at the ice line (as it does not benefit from either of the effects that help produce gas giants in the small or large disk cases), but is the optimal condition for forming the largest observed planetary population -the Super Earths and Neptunes.
Comparison to Constant Dust-to-Gas Ratio Models
In Appendix C, we do a full comparison between M-a distributions resulting from this paper's models that include dust evolution to models of our previous work (Alessi & Pudritz (2018) ) that assume a constant dust-to-gas ratio of f dtg = 0.01. We find that the trade-off between warm Jupiters and super Earths formed at the ice line, depending on the setting of the initial disk radius, is a result only seen when dust evolution is included. Constant dust-to-gas ratio models show significantly less sensitivity to the initial disk radius.
We also find that, when dust evolution is included, our models can produce super Earths with smaller orbital radii (down to ∼ 0.03 AU) than when a constant dust-to-gas ratio is assumed. This is caused by radial dust drift and the resulting delayed formation at the X-ray dead zone, whereby solid accretion rates are negligibly small until the trap migrates near or within the ice line.
DISCUSSION
Population synthesis: Host-star and disk parameters
The initial disk radius
The main result from our initial disk radius parameter study is that the largest super Earth population is formed at an initial disk size of 50 AU. This, in addition with the sensitivity of the ratio of warm Jupiters and super Earths formed at the ice line to the initial disk radius show that planet formation is fundamentally linked to protoplanetary disk properties. The population synthesis technique itself assumes this link between the scatter in the planet M-a distribution and disk properties, however we have built upon results of previous works through a separate parameter study of the initial disk radius. By keeping the initial disk radius constant within each population run while varying the disk's mass, lifetime, and metallicity stochastically in our calculations, we have isolated the effect of R0 by changing it between each population run. As observations indicate low-mass planets to dominate the M-a diagram in terms of frequency, our conclusion is that intermediate disk sizes (∼ 50 AU) produce best-fit populations, as these models produce the largest super Earth population. This is nicely in accord with MHD simulations of disk formation during protostellar collapse which show that, depending on the setting of the mass-to-magnetic flux ratio (µ) of the collapsing region, comparable disk sizes are produced, supporting our results (Masson et al. 2016 ). Additionally, this result is supported by the recent observations that show small to intermediate disk sizes to be common (i.e. Barenfeld et al. (2017) ; Cox et al. (2017) ; Long et al. (2019) ).
As the distribution of protoplanetary disk radii becomes better constrained by observations, this can be incorporated into our population synthesis models as an additional parameter that is stochastically varied in each population run. In this work, we did not include any correlation between disk masses and radii to isolate the effect of changing the disk radius on outcomes of our planet formation model. Such a correlation has been shown to exist, indicated by the correlation between dust continuum fluxes and either dust disk radii (Tazzari et al. 2017; Tripathi et al. 2017) or gas disk radii (Ansdell et al. 2018) . Again, as observations better constrain these disk properties, changes in these disk parameters' distributions, and any correlations among them, can be readily incorporated in our population synthesis models. Updating these distributions as more data becomes available will be important, since the resulting M-a planet distributions are to a large degree shaped by disk properties.
We note that, while the investigated range of initial disk radii clearly has a large effect on the outcomes of planet formation, it is unlikely that the observed range of dust disk radii can be reproduced with the dust model considered in this work. After 1 Myr of evolution (a typical age of an observed disk), the dust distribution exists entirely within the ice line due to the dust model's efficient radial drift. Thus, the range of solid disk radii (spanning the relatively small range in ice line radii) will not reflect the range of initial disk radii investigated. We expect that a means of maintaining a more extended dust distribution, either through reducing the efficiency of radial drift or with the inclusion of dust traps, would lead to a larger range of dust disk radii in evolved disks (see also section 4.6).
However, we emphasize that the earliest stages of disk evolution, where differences in disk conditions for different initial radii are most pronounced, are most crucial for planet formation. This is particularly true for the ice line, where planet formation is seen to depend on R0 most sensitively (see timestamps in figure 5, left panel).
Host-star mass
In this work, we modelled our disks to exist around pre-main sequence G-type stars, and did not explore other spectral classes. In doing so, we were focusing on effects that the disk itself has on outcomes of planet formation as opposed to the host-stellar mass and luminosity. Additionally, by restricting our models to Solar-type stars we are comparing with the majority of the exoplanetary data.
Previous works have shown that the stellar mass also plays an important role in the outcomes of planet formation. Ida & Lin (2005) showed that the stellar mass affects the ratio of short-period gas giants to Neptune-mass planets. Additionally, the results of Alibert et al. (2011) show that the scaling of disk properties (lifetime and mass) with stellar mass is an important inclusion and greatly influences the final outcomes of population synthesis calculations. Including variation in host-stellar mass is a prospect for future work, and building off of the results of Alibert et al. (2011) , including host-stellar mass-dependent distributions of disk lifetimes, masses, metallicities, and disk radii will be important to fully explore the effects of stellar mass on outcomes of our population synthesis models. It is currently unlikely that sufficient observational data exists to correlate all of these disk properties' distributions with host-stellar mass.
Implications for super Earth compositions
This work's optimized model of R0 = 50 AU resulted in the largest population of zone 5 planets. In this model, the super Earth population consists almost entirely of planets formed at the ice line and at the dead zone. This has implications for these planets' compositions. Planets formed at the ice line will have a significant fraction of their solid mass in ice, while planets formed in the dead zone trap will have nearly no ice accreted, since all of their solid accretion takes place within the ice line. Super Earth compositions are therefore bimodal in these models. Additionally, we find that the super Earths with larger orbital radii ( 1 AU) are predominantly ice line planets, and those at smaller orbits were formed at the dead zone. Our best-fit model therefore predicts a jump in the mean density of super Earth solid cores at ∼ 1 AU, transitioning from dry, dense planets formed at the dead zone to those with a substantial ice fraction formed at the ice line. We will follow up on this issue in considerable detail in our next paper.
At larger initial disk radii (R0 = 66 AU), we find that zone 5 is nearly entirely populated by planets formed at the dead zone and heat transition, with the ice line mainly forming warm Jupiters. In this case, the bimodality of the super Earth compositions will be lost, since in both cases of planets forming in the dead zone and heat transition traps, solid accretion will be restricted to take place within the ice line. This is due to radial drift efficiently depleting the outer disk of solids, and therefore it is not until the traps migrate within the ice line that planets forming at either the heat transition or dead zone are able to accrete significant amounts of solids. In this case there would be no transition among the core compositions (or densities) in super Earths, despite there being a clear transition between short period super Earths formed mostly in the dead zone, with super Earth on longer orbits being formed in the heat transition.
Low solid accretion in outer disk & additional planet traps
An additional implication of low solid accretion rates in the outer disk due to radial drift is that outer planet traps not included in our model would contribute planets in the observable region of the M-a diagram. Traps such as additional condensation fronts (such as CO2 (Cridland et al. 2019) ), or resonances of traps we include in our model would exist outside of the ice line for the entirety of disk evolution. Since planets forming in these traps would be accreting from the drift limited region of the disk, there would be minimal solid accretion, and minimal growth of planetary cores. Planet formation at these traps would therefore only result in very low mass failed cores (comparable to planet formation in the heat transition in the R0 = 33 AU case), and would not contribute even to the zone 5 population. Our results remain unaffected regardless of whether or not additional traps in the outer disk are included, justifying their omission.
Increasing the short-period super Earth population
While the best-fit model produced the largest super Earth population, the formation frequencies of zone 5 planets in our models is still not large enough to compare with the data. The inclusion of the dust model results in more shortperiod super Earths being produced (down to orbits of ∼ 0.03 AU), with the majority of super Earths formed in our model having orbits between ∼ 0.1-3 AU. Similar to our previous work (Alessi & Pudritz 2018) , we again find that our models produce many super Earths between 1-3 AU, and thus predict many low-mass planets to exist just outside the ∼ 1 AU outer limit where super Earths have been detected via transits. The observed M-a diagram shows the existence of more super Earths between 0.01-0.1 AU than our model produces. However, with observational biases accounted for, the occurrence rate study of Petigura et al. (2018) shows that super Earth and Neptune-mass planets' frequencies peak just within 0.1 AU, with occurrence rates decreasing at smaller orbital radii. Our results compare well with this data as the low orbital radius end of the bulk of our super Earth populations lie at ∼ 0.1 AU.
At yet smaller orbital radii, our populations do not compare well with the observed M-a diagram or occurrence rate studies due to the lack of super Earths at orbits < 0.1 AU in the cases of our best-fit model with R0 = 50 AU or larger. An exception is the smallest initial disk radius case of R0 = 33 AU where the low orbital radius end of the super Earth population extends down to 0.05 AU.
With the inclusion of dust evolution, our models show the core accretion model is capable of producing shortperiod super Earths reliably down to 0.05 AU. Nonetheless, we identify three mechanisms by which the very short-period super Earth population (0.01-0.1 AU) could be increased in our calculations to better compare with the data.
Planet-planet dynamics
Firstly, we assume our planetary cores form in isolation and neglect any dynamics effects. Post-disk dynamics can have an effect on the final orbits of planets formed during the disk phase in our calculations, as was shown in Ida et al. (2013) . Planet-planet scattering can reduce the orbital radius of the remaining planet by up to a factor of two -the case for scattering between two equally massive planets. We therefore do not expect this to have a drastic effect on our planet populations, although we do note this as a means by which planets' orbital radii can be reduced. Investigating the ways in which dynamics can affect our calculations during and after the disk phase remains a prospect for future work. We highlight that our models form many low-mass (< 1 M⊕) planets that can take place in accretion or scattering if dynamics was included during the post-disk phase.
Corotation torque saturation
As discussed in Appendix B, saturation of the corotation torque prior to gap opening and type-II migration is another method by which more short-period planets could be formed. Here, we only include the trapped type-I migration phase following the results of Alessi et al. (2017) , using the timescale approach of Dittkrist et al. (2014) to determine if a saturated type-I migration phase applies. We note that the gap-opening mass and the mass at which the corotation torque saturates are comparable and sensitive to model parameters.
As was noted in Hasegawa (2016) , if the corotation torque saturates prior to gap-opening, a saturated type-I migration regime would apply as an intermediate step between trapped type-I migration and type-II migration (the two regimes included in this work). This would remove planets from their traps prior to them reaching their gap-opening masses, and planet-induced gaps observed in disk dust distributions may not have to align with planet traps (or condensation fronts). If a saturated corotation torque phase applied prior to the onset of type-II migration in our model, then the orbital radii of planets would indeed be smaller, and could lead to a reduction in the orbital radii of formed super Earths. This would also, however, lead to more planets being accreted onto the host star.
The embryo assembly mechanism
Lastly, as suggested in Hasegawa (2016) , the embryo assembly method of forming super Earths could lead to more short-period super Earths beyond what our models are capable of producing. This is an alternate scenario to the core accretion mechanism, whereby planetary embryos migrate to the inner edge of the disk but do not accrete gas (due to their low masses), and undergo collisions after the disk phase to build up a super Earth. With the inclusion of dust evolution, however, the core accretion model is better able to produce short-period super Earths, so we speculate that a change in a model detail within the core accretion approach could lead to more super Earths in the 0.01-0.1 AU range as opposed to requiring a different formation mechanism entirely.
Zone 1 & Zone 2 Populations
Our populations produce too large a fraction of gas giants, particularly in zones 1 & 2, when compared with data from occurrence rate studies (Santerne et al. 2016; Petigura et al. 2018) . Many of the planets in zones 1 & 2 are formed within the dead zone trap. We recall that dead zone planets only begin accreting appreciable amounts of solids once they have migrated within the ice line, a consequence of radial drift removing solids from the outer disk. Thus, the over-production of short-period gas giants from the dead zone is another result that can be attributed to the efficiency of radial drift in the dust model. The resulting high surface densities of solids in the inner disk lead to efficient solid accretion onto dead zone planets once they have migrated within the ice line, leading to many short-period gas giants. Additionally, an increased super Earth population (discussed in the previous subsection 4.4) would result in a comparatively smaller frequency across all gas giant zones, so the over-production of gas giants is related to the under-production of super Earths.
Our models do not show a separation between hot Jupiter and warm Jupiter populations, regardless of the setting of the initial disk radius. We therefore do not reproduce the reduced frequency of period-valley giants at orbital periods ∼ 10 days seen in occurrence rate studies (Santerne et al. 2016; Petigura et al. 2018) . We note that this range of reduced occurrence rates for the period-valley giants is much smaller than the raw exoplanet data on the M-a diagram would indicate (across the extent of zone 2 as indicated by Chiang & Laughlin (2013) ).
The best fit model from our previous paper in this series (Alessi & Pudritz 2018) resulted in a large population of warm Jupiters as well as a clear separation between warm Jupiters and shorter period hot Jupiters (see figure C1 , top right panel), reproducing this feature of the data. However, we recall that our previous work did not account for any dust evolution effects. Additionally, this separation is only seen in constant dust-to-gas ratio models when an initial disk radius of R0 = 33 AU is used.
Efficiency of radial drift & dust trapping
The planet formation results of this paper are influenced to a large degree by the dust evolution model, and particularly the efficient radial drift that transports solids outside of the ice line inwards. We note that radial drift in the Birnstiel et al. (2010a) (for which the dust model used in this work ) is a numerical fit) was found to be too efficient when compared with spectral energy indices of observed disks (Birnstiel et al. 2010b) . Additionally, the offset in gas and dust dust radii can by explained by differences in optical depths for the majority of cases, and only require invoking radial drift for the most extreme discrepancies (Facchini et al. 2017 . In our calculations, high dust-to-gas ratios are maintained only within the ice line (∼ 5 AU) even at early stages in the disk's evolution due to efficient radial drift in the outer disk. Comparing the ice line radius to the extent of the disk (∼ 50 AU), there is indeed an extreme discrepancy between the dust and gas disk radii in our models as a result of radial drift in the Birnstiel et al. (2012) model being too efficient. We found the dust model to be largely insensitive to the fragmentation and drift parameters (f f and f d ; see section 2.2) used to fit the Birnstiel et al. (2012) simplified two-population model to the full numerical calculation of Birnstiel et al. (2010a) . The dust-to-gas ratio profiles and the rates of radial drift remained mostly unaffected through a large variation in each parameter.
As discussed in Pinilla et al. (2012) , dust trapping at local pressure maxima is a means of maintaining extended dust distributions despite efficient radial drift elsewhere in the disk. This mechanism is consistent with disk observations that show local structures in dust (i.e. Casassus et al. (2015) ) indicating dust trapping. Including dust traps in our model as a physical means of slowing radial drift would likely affect our results, as the solid accretion phase is sensitive to the distribution of solids throughout the disk. If dust traps were able to maintain high solid surface densities in the outer disk, and prevent solids from quickly radially drifting towards the ice line, planet formation timescales at all the traps (particularly the heat transition and the ice line) would be impacted. Additionally, if the dust traps were also a location of a planet trap, the local enhancement of solids would lead to efficient planet formation at the dust trap. This is similar to the behaviour at the ice line in our models.
Although it is not modelled as a dust trap, there is a local enhancement of solids at the ice line during early stages of disk evolution due to the changing fragmentation velocity across the ice line's radial extent, leading to efficient solid accretion and planet formation at the ice line. Prior to planet formation taking place, it is unlikely that dust traps could exist at arbitrary locations in the disk as opposed to existing at inhomogeneities and local disk structures -namely planet traps. At early times in the disk's evolution, both the heat transition and outer dead zone radii exist outside the ice line, as do condensation fronts of volatiles other than water, such as CO2. If these, in addition to the water ice line, were all treated as dust traps in the model, the dust surface density would be larger over a more extended range of radii, and there would be a smaller discrepancy between the gas and dust radii despite radial drift being present in the calculations. Dust traps were not included in this work as one of our main goals was to explore the unhindered effects of radial drift on our planet formation models.
It is interesting to consider the populations computed in this work that include radial drift, and those resulting from the constant dust-to-gas ratio assumption of Alessi & Pudritz (2018) as two extremes in treatment of radial drift. In this work's case, radial drift is too efficient, while it is "turned off" when neglecting radial drift effects. Therefore, the populations of this work and our last can be thought of as bracketing the true effects of radial drift on planet formation (in which dust trapping would need to be accounted for). We thus identify dust trapping as an important inclusion in models that include dust evolution and radial drift, and incorporating this into our dust treatment is a prospect for future work.
MHD disk winds vs. turbulent alpha
While the turbulent α turb setting used in this work is within the accepted range based on observed line widths in disks (Flaherty et al. 2018) , it remains possible that the low levels of turbulence observed in disks can be attributed to them evolving through MHD-driven disk winds as opposed to MRI-turbulence, as the Chambers (2009) model used in our calculations assumes. A key difference between the two mechanisms of angular momentum exchange is the disks evolving via MRI-turbulence spread to conserve angular momentum, while winds-driven models do not as their angular momentum is carried in the wind-driven material (Pudritz & Ray 2019) .
Changing the disk model to one that evolves through MHD winds could certainly affect our results, but most crucially within the region of the disk where planet formation takes place, which is confined to occur within the ice line with the current treatment of radial drift, but is generally 10 AU in planetesimal accretion models. While the surface density evolution in the outer disk would be different between the two mechanisms of disk evolution due to spreading in the case of MRI-turbulence, this alone would not greatly influence planet formation results.
If an MHD winds-driven model were used, the different surface density profile in the inner disk would, however, affect various stages of our planet formation model. The lower level of turbulence throughout the disk despite similar overall α settings would affect dust growth and radial drift rates. The set of planet traps we include would also change, as winds-evolving disk models show local maxima in surface density profiles (i.e. Ogihara et al. (2018) ). Conversely, the outer edge of the dead zone may be removed as a trap due to the overall lower levels of α turb . It has additionally been shown that the co-rotation torque works very differently in inviscid MHD wind-driven disks (McNally et al. 2017 (McNally et al. , 2018 Kimmig et al. 2019) . Ultimately, all of these aspects combined might affect our population synthesis results, and incorporating a winds-evolving disk model will be the focus of our future work in this series.
Gas accretion termination
Our treatment of the late stages of planet formation only considers gas accretion to proceed at the Kelvin-Helmholtz rate prior to being terminated artificially when planet's reach their maximum mass, set by the fmax parameter that is varied in our population synthesis models. While terminating accretion in such a manner is a simplified approach, stochastically varying the fmax parameter in our populations results in a range of gas giant masses that is comparable with the data. Lambrechts et al. (2019) find that even massive planets can maintain high accretion rates and there is no self-driven mechanism to halt planetary accretion. They found their results were unaffected by gap-formation due to the large amount of material flowing through the gap available for accretion onto the planet (Morbidelli et al. 2014 ). This result supports our treatment of late stages of gas accretion, in the sense that gas accretion is unhindered prior to the planet reach its maximum mass.
There are two alternate treatments of truncating accretion for high mass planets. The first is the disk-limited accretion mechanism (i.e. Tanigawa & Tanaka (2016) ) whereby the reduced accretion rate through the disk itself truncates accretion onto the planet. Second is the magnetic termination of gas accretion (Batygin 2018; Cridland 2018) whereby the interaction of the planet's magnetic field and the disk results in an accretion cross-section that inversely scales with planet mass, leading to termination of accretion at high masses.
In both of these alternate treatments, we argue that the planet's final mass is still ultimately set by a model pa-rameter 2 , and in that regard do not improve over our fmax approach. If we instead were to use an alternate approach of terminating accretion, we do not expect our final populations to be affected, as a suitable range of model parameters would need to be chosen (as is the case with fmax) to obtain a reasonable range of gas giant masses.
We note that during the runaway growth phase the Kelvin-Helmholtz accretion rate is systematically higher than the disk-limited accretion rate that has been used in many previous works (i.e. Machida et al. (2010) ; Dittkrist et al. (2014) ; Bitsch et al. (2015) ). Additionally, Hasegawa et al. (2019) found that including a disk-limited accretion phase is necessary to reproduce the exoplanetary heavyelement content trend. If we were to include the disk-limited accretion phase, we expect that our giant planet populations would systematically lie at smaller orbital radii. However, we do not expect this shift to be extreme, and depending on model parameters (such as the planet's envelope opacity, and the fraction of material accreted through the disk that accretes onto the planet), both methods can lead to quite similar results.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have examined the role of the initial disk radius in core accretion models through a comprehensive set of planet population synthesis calculations. We have also updated our calculations in their treatment of dust to a physical model that combines dust growth, fragmentation, and radial drift. Including dust evolution effects has shown a drastic change in the population results shown in Alessi & Pudritz (2018) that assumed a constant dust-to-gas ratio of f dtg = 0.01.
Our major finding -that intermediate disk radii of the order of 50 AU drives the appearance of the observed M-a diagram -indicates that planet formation and star formation processes are intimately linked. The characteristic disk radius is determined by a combination of gravitational collapse of turbulent regions and their angular momentum evolution due to magnetic braking and outflows.
We list our main conclusions below:
• The ice line is the most important location for warm Jupiter formation. The trap becomes locally enhanced in solids early in the disk's evolution due to radial drift removing solids from the outer disk and transporting them towards the ice line. This effect restricts the region of the disk where solid accretion can take place at an appreciable rate to within the ice line, as solid accretion in the outer disk is inefficient due to the low solid surface densities. This has the largest affect on planet formation in the heat transition trap in our models.
• Planet formation is fundamentally linked to the characteristic initial radius of the protoplanetary disk population. The ratio of super Earths to warm Jupiters formed at the ice line is sensitive to the setting of the initial disk radius. The smallest (33 AU) and largest (66 AU) initial disk sizes (which would form in collapsing regions with strong magnetic fields, and pure hydrodynamics collapse, respectively) resulted in the ice line producing many more warm Jupiters than super Earths
• An initial gas disk size of 50 AU produces the largest super Earth population. This is a feature of planet formation at the ice line, for which we find that super Earth formation is optimized for intermediate disk radii settings (that would form from collapsing regions with moderate magnetic field strengths). Gas giant formation at the ice line is more efficient (1) at smaller disk radii due to larger gap-opening masses and planets being less effected by related gas accretion termination; and (2) at larger disk radii due to larger solid surface densities at the ice line trap and correspondingly shorter solid accretion timescales. These effects minimize at the intermediate disk radius of 50 AU.
• Inclusion of radial drift is essential to form short period super Earths. Notably, planet formation at the dead zone trap, which is delayed until the dead zone migrates to within the ice line, results in super Earth formation with orbital radii as small as 0.03 AU. Our previous treatment (Alessi & Pudritz 2018 ) that neglected dust evolution effects and assumed a constant dust-to-gas ratio throughout the disk was unable to form super Earths with orbital radii significantly less than 1 AU.
In our upcoming work in this series, we will investigate the chemical compositions of these various populations using planets produced in our populations and the disk chemistry model of Alessi et al. (2017) . We will combine our computed planet compositions with an interior structure model to examine our populations' distributions on the mass-radius diagram. In future work, we will consider the effects of a MHD-winds driven disk model on our populations, as an alternative to the MRI-turbulence driven model we have thus far considered.
We use the Chambers (2009) 1+1D semi-analytic model to calculate disk structure and evolution. This model calculates self-similar solutions to the disk evolution equation,
where Σ(r, t) is the disk's evolving surface density profile, and ν(r, t) is the disk's viscosity. Self-similar solutions to equation A1 can be obtained by parameterizing the disk's viscosity using an effective viscosity coefficient α (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973; Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974) ,
where cs is the disk sound speed and H is the disk scale height.
A globally-constant value of α is required in order to obtain self-similar solutions to equation A1. Angular momentum transport in protoplanetary disks can take place through either MRI-turbulence or MHD-driven disk winds. Thus, α can be written as a sum of the effective viscosities of each source of angular momentum transport (α turb and α wind , respectively),
In this work, we set α = 10 −3 in all calculations. This setting is consistent with the upper limit of α turb < 0.007 measured in the TW-Hya disk (Flaherty et al. 2018 ). MRI-driven turbulence requires the disk to have a critical ionization fraction in order to operate. The highdensity inner region of a disk prevents ionizing radiation from reaching the midplane, preventing MRI-turbulence (the disk's dead zone). Previous works considering only the MRI-turbulence contribution to angular momentum transport, such as Gammie (1996) and Matsumura & Pudritz (2003) have shown that within the disk's dead zone, α turb ∼ 10 −5 − 10 −4 , while in the outer, turbulently active region of the disk, α turb ∼ 10 −3 − 10 −2 . However, MHD-driven disk winds have been shown to maintain accretion rates within the disk's dead zone Gressel & Pessah 2015; Bai 2016) . Our assumption of a globally constant effective α, despite a radially changing α turb , is consistent with these results -requiring an α wind contribution to maintain a radially constant accretion rate. In all calculations, we consider a pre-main sequence Gtype host star, with mass 1 M , radius 3 R , and an effective temperature of 4200 K. Therefore, any variations in planet populations that would result from different stellar properties (i.e. Ida & Lin (2005) ; Alibert, Mordasini & Benz (2011) ) are not included in this work. Instead, we focus on the effects that disk properties have on the planetary M-a distribution. We use a fiducial initial disk radius of R0 = 50 AU, and recall that disks will viscously spread as they evolve via MRI-turbulence.
Disk evolution takes place in our model through the combined effects of viscous accretion and photoevaporation. The latter effect is caused by high-energy radiation from the host star (UV and X-rays) that continuously disperse disk material (Pascucci & Sterzik 2009) . We model the timeevolution of the disk accretion rate to be,
where τvis is the viscous timescale,Ṁ0 is the initial accretion rate at tint = 10 5 years, and tLT is the disk's lifetime. Equation A4 includes an exponential photoevaporation factor multiplying the viscous accretion rate evolution of Chambers (2009) . At early stages of the disk's evolution, photoevaporation is a small modification on viscous accretion, but rapidly disperses the disk (on 10 4 year timescales, short compared to the ∼ 10 6 year viscous timescale) once the photoevaporative rate becomes comparable to the viscous accretion rate (Owen, Ercolano & Clarke 2011; Haworth, Clarke & Owen 2016) . We therefore assume the disk to rapidly clear at t = tLT, ceasing planet formation and migration. We assume a constant disk opacity, with metallicity T ∼Ṁ 2/5 r −9/10 T ∼ r −3/7 scaling, of (Chambers 2009; Rémy-Ruyer et al. 2014) ,
That is, the disk opacity has no radial or temporal variations. The exception to this is in the innermost 'evaporative' region, re 0.3 AU, of the disk where the temperature exceeds 1380 K and dust grains sublimate. Here the opacity is modified to (Stepinski 1998) ,
where T is the midplane temperature. By assuming a radially-constant opacity over the majority of the disk's extent, we are neglecting the opacity variation that would arise at condensation fronts -the physical cause for planet trapping at the ice line. This is not a necessary inclusion in our model, however, as we do not directly compute planet-disk torques when modelling planet migration in this work.
Our disk model can be divided into three regions: an outer region heated by radiation from the host star, an inner region heated by the generalized viscous heating, and the innermost 'evaporative' region, within the viscously-heated regime where the dust opacity is modified due to grains sublimating. The heat transition, rt, separates the two heating regimes and is a planet trap in our model. We note that within the disk's dead zone (where angular momentum is transported via disk winds), the generalized viscous heating is due to Ohmic dissipation at the midplane (a non-ideal MHD heating effect).
In figure A1 , we plot the evolution of the disk accretion rate, as well as radial surface density and midplane temperature profiles at various times throughout the evolution of our fiducial disk model. The heat transition trap is seen to shift inwards as the disk evolves. In table A1, we show the radial and accretion rate scalings of surface density and midplane temperature in the three regions of the disk model.
APPENDIX B: PLANET MIGRATION & FORMATION
In the type-I migration regime, applying to low-mass planets ( 10 M⊕), the summed contributions of torques arising at the Lindblad resonances and the planet's corotation region need to be accounted for to compute the resulting planet migration rate. The Lindblad and corotation torques are dependent on the planet's mass and the local disk conditionsnamely the power law index of the local surface density and temperature profiles . For typical disk surface density and temperature profiles, the Lindblad torque on forming planets is negative, and can lead to planetary cores migrating into their host stars on short ∼ 10 5 year timescales if not counteracted. The corotation torque, a positive torque for typical disk structures, can slow or reverse the migration rate resulting from the Lindblad torque.
However, in addition to the magnitude of the corotation torque, its operation is also sensitive to the disk's local structure (Masset 2001 (Masset , 2002 . The libration timescale of material within the corotation region undergoing horseshoe orbits must be shorter than the disk's local viscous timescale in order for the corotation torque to operate (Hellary & Nelson 2012; Dittkrist et al. 2014 ). If the reverse is true, the librating disk material in the corotation region will not produce a net torque on the planet. In this case, the Lindblad torque (and resulting short inward migration timescale) will operate unopposed.
The corotation torque remains unsaturated and counteracts the Lindblad torque near inhomogeneities and transitions in disks (Masset et al. 2006; Sándor et al. 2011 ). These regions, where the positive corotation torque balances the negative Lindblad torque, are radii of net torque equilibrium, referred to as planet traps. Numerical works, such as Lyra et al. (2010) and Coleman & Nelson (2016a) have calculated the sense of migration of orbits near planet traps and have shown traps to be stable equilibria, and as such nearby orbits will migrate towards planet traps. Inhomogeneities and transitions in disks are therefore likely sites of planet formation. Trapped planets will form within planet traps, which themselves migrate inwards on timescales comparable to the disk's evolution time.
Other works that have computed type-I torques on a range of planet masses and disk radii for various disk models (so-called migration maps) have shown zero net torque locations to be common (Hellary & Nelson 2012; Baillié et al. 2016; Coleman & Nelson 2016a; Cridland et al. 2019 ). However, these works find that the locations of the equilibrium points have mass dependences. In particular, it has been shown that torque equilibrium points do not exist for low mass planets ( 1 M⊕). We do not account for massdependence of planet traps in our model, and assume planets to be trapped for the entirety of the type-I migration phase -from an initial mass of 0.01 M⊕ up until the planet opens a gap and transitions to the type-II migration regime. While we note the discrepancy between our treatment of the migration of low-mass planetary cores with these other works, Coleman & Nelson (2016b) showed traps related to disk in-homogeneities to be mass-independent, which is consistent with our model's treatment. Dittkrist et al. (2014) considered multiple type-I migration regimes, and found that in many cases, the corotation torque would saturate prior to planets entering the type-II migration phase. This is also in contrast with our assumed mass-independent traps, since we assume the traps (and therefore corotation torque) operate until the planets reach their gap opening masses. If corotation torques were to saturate prior to gap-opening, this would have a large effect on results of our planet formation runs, since the migration rates would be large for planets on the more massive end of the type-I migration regime acted upon solely by the Lindblad torque. However, Hasegawa (2016) showed that the mass at which the corotation torque saturates is comparable to the gap-opening mass. This result was also found in Alessi et al. (2017) , where we additionally show that planets in our model enter the type-II migration regime prior to the corotation torque saturating.
Since planets remain trapped for the entirety of the type-I migration phase, our treatment of type-I migration involves determining the location of the planet traps themselves as these are the locations of planet formation in our model. The traps we include in our model are the ice line, heat transition, and outer edge of the dead zone. This is not an exhaustive list, as planet traps may exist in the inner regions of the disk such as at the inner edge of the dead zone (Gammie 1996) , near the silicate sublimation front (Flock et al. 2019 ), or at the inner edge of the disk itself. It is unclear if the high temperatures ( 1000 K) of the inner disk would favour planet formation, as solid surface densities would be low due to dust evaporation, and high gas temperatures would hinder gas accretion onto planet cores. These traps may, however, be important to prevent cores that have already formed from being accreted onto the host stars.
Volatile transitions in the cooler regions of the outer disk (i.e. CO2) are an additional set of traps that are not included in our model. We note that Cridland et al. (2019) showed that the CO ice line does not trap planets due to the shallow temperature (and thus, opacity) gradient in the outer disk. This work did show that the CO2 ice line can trap planets at larger radii ( 20 AU). However, since it exists in the radiatively heated regime of the disk, the trap will not migrate inwards, and will remain at large radii where solid surface densities and accretion rates are small. It is therefore unlikely to form planets that are comparable to even the low-mass end of observed planet masses. The traps we include are therefore the main traps across the body of the disk that are most likely to play a key role in forming the observed classes of planets.
We determine the ice line's location using an equilibrium chemistry solver, CHEMAPP (distributed by GTT Technologies; http://www.gtt-technologies.de/newsletter), over the range of temperatures and pressures encountered across the disk midplane throughout its evolution. The chemistry calculations are done assuming Solar elemental abundances, and considering the range of metallicities used in our population synthesis calculations. The ice line radius, r il is determined to be the disk radius where the midplane abundances of ice and water vapour are equal. We find the ice line evolves as r il ∼Ṁ 4/9 , which is the same scaling found in Hasegawa & Pudritz (2011) who tracked the location in the disk with a midplane temperature of 170 K to determine the ice line's location.
The heat transition, rt, separates the inner region of the disk heated via generalized viscous heating and the outer region of the disk heated through radiation, as discussed in section 2.1. Its location is determined directly in the Chambers (2009) model by equating the midplane temperatures arising from both heating mechanisms. Figure A1 shows that both the disk surface density and temperature profile power laws change at the heat transition.
The dead zone outer edge r dz , separates an inner laminar region from an outer, turbulent region of the disk (Gammie 1996) . MRI-driven turbulence requires a low-level of disk ionization, and within the disk dead zone the surface density is sufficiently high such that ionizing photons are attenuated prior to reaching the disk midplane. Hasegawa & Pudritz (2010) showed that the outer edge of the dead zone can trap planets due to a sharp increase in dust scale height, with resulting thermal radiation producing an abrupt temperature change leading to planet trapping.
We refer the reader to Alessi et al. (2017) and Alessi & Pudritz (2018) for detailed descriptions on calculating r dz , which closely follows the model presented in Matsumura & Pudritz (2003) . In summary, to determine if MRI-turbulence can be generated at a particular location in the disk, one can equate the MRI growth and damping timescales. This results in a condition for the MRI to be inactive, written in terms of magnetic Elsasser number (Blaes & Balbus 1994; Simon et al. 2013) ,
where the Alfvén speed is VA α turb cs, and η is the magnetic diffusivity, which depends on the electron fraction xe as follows,
This can be re-written to obtain a critical electron fraction along the midplane, separating the MRI-active and inactive regions (r dz ). The remainder of the calculation of the dead zone's location involves balancing sources and sinks of ionization to determine the electron fraction throughout the disk. We consider ionizing X-rays generated through magnetospheric accretion as the source of ionization in our calculation. This is an update from Alessi & Pudritz (2018) , where in addition to X-rays, interstellar cosmic rays were also considered. Xrays are only considered here since our population results in Alessi & Pudritz (2018) were more consistent with the data when considering X-ray ionization. X-rays being a dominant ionizing source in disks is also supported in astrochemistry calculations that show X-ray ionized models to better reproduce observations (Cleeves et al. 2015) , as well as by cosmic ray scattering produced by accretion-generated star and disk winds that can prevent cosmic rays from reaching the disk (Matt & Pudritz 2005; Cleeves et al. 2013; Frank et al. 2014) .
We note that the heat transition is the only trap in our model that has a corresponding transition accounted for in the disk model. We rather use the Chambers (2009) disk model to determine where in the disk the ice line and dead zone are, but there are no transitions in the overall disk surface density or temperature profiles. There is, however, a transition in the surface density of solids, Σ d at the ice line due to the change in fragmentation velocity from the dust evolution model. Including changes in disk surface density and temperature at the ice line and dead zone are not necessary in our calculation as we are not directly computing the type-I migration torques, but rather assume the planets are trapped at the features for the entirety of the type-I migration phase.
In figure B1 , we plot the evolution of the three traps in our model for a fiducial disk setup. The ice line and heat transition both converge to ∼ 1 AU at the end of the disk's 3 Myr-lifetime, with the heat transition lying outside of the ice line for the entirety of the disk's evolution. The dead zone radius is initially ∼ 20 AU, but the trap quickly evolves to the inner disk, crossing the ice line within 1 Myr, and continuing to ∼ 0.02 AU at the disk's lifetime. The dead zone's evolution is the most drastic of the three because of the nearly horizontal path the magnetospheric accretion-generated Xrays take through the disk, and the resulting attenuation rates being very sensitive to the disk's surface density. Recalling the large change in solid surface density at the ice line and the outer disk depleted of solids by radial drift, the locations of the traps and their evolution will greatly affect the solid accretion stage of planet formation in each of the three traps.
Type-II migration applies to planets that are sufficiently massive to open a gap in the disk structure through gravitational torques. An annular gap is opened if the planet's gravitational torque on disk material exceeds the disk's viscous torque, or if the planet's hill sphere exceeds the disk's pressure scale height (Matsumura & Pudritz 2006) ,
Here, rp denotes the planet's radius and h = H/r is the disk aspect ratio. Planets undergo type-II migration once exceeding the local gap-opening mass, proceeding at a rate determined by the disk's viscous-timescale, vmig,II = −ν/rp .
When the planet greatly exceeds its gap-opening mass, achieving masses comparable to the remaining disk mass interior to its orbit (Mp > Mcrit = πr 2 p Σ), the planet's inertia will slow its migration beneath the disk's viscous rate (Ivanov, Papaloizou & Polnarev 1999; Hasegawa & Pudritz 2012) ,
This migration phase applies to planets that undergo runaway gas accretion. During the type-II migration phases, planets migrate away from the trap they were forming in during the trapped type-I migration regime, and planet orbital radii are not solely determined by the location of the traps. We initialize our planet formation runs with a 0.01 M⊕ core situated at the orbital radius of the trap it is forming within. Here we are assuming that type-I migration will quickly migrate planets into a trap within the disk if a distribution of initial orbital radii were instead used. The first growth stage in the core accretion scenario is solid accretion, whereby we model the core's growth to take place via planetesimal accretion or oligarchic growth. The accretion timescale in this phase is (Kokubo & Ida 2002) , 
where m 10 18 g is the mass of accreted planetesimals and b 10 is a parameter defining the core's feeding zone. The corresponding accretion rate isṀp = Mp/τc,acc.
Including the dust evolution model affects our planet formation model in equation B6, as we take the local solid surface density Σ d from the dust-to-gas ratio distribution calculated using the Birnstiel et al. (2012) model. In doing so, we are assuming that the distribution of planetesimals will match the disk's dust distribution. This assumption can be justified as streaming instability models have shown planetesimal assembly from dust takes place on short ( 10 3 year) timescales (Johansen et al. 2007) . Gravitational dynamics may yet change the planetesimal distribution, however the oligarchic growth phase is short (∼ 10 5 − 10 6 years) and we do not consider these effects here.
The second, slow gas accretion phase of the core accretion model begins when the planetesimal accretion rate, and resulting core heating, becomes insufficient to maintain hydrostatic balance in gas surrounding the forming core. The critical core mass where a forming planet transitions from oligarchic growth to slow gas accretion is (Ikoma et al. 2000; Ida & Lin 2008; Hasegawa & Pudritz 2014) ,
Mc,crit fc,crit 1 10 −6 M⊕ yr −1 dMp dt 1/4 M⊕ .
We set fc,crit = 1.26, which results from the best-fit envelope opacity of 0.001 cm 2 g −1 determined in Alessi & Pudritz (2018) , where we explored the full dependence of equation B7 on the envelope opacities of forming planets. The slow gas accretion timescale proceeds at the Kelvin-Helmholtz rate (Ikoma et al. 2000) ,
We take c = 7.7 and d = 2, as determined by the best-fit envelope opacity from Alessi & Pudritz (2018) , where fits from Mordasini et al. (2014) were used to link the Kelvin-Helmholtz c and d parameters to envelope opacity. The associated gas accretion rate isṀ = Mp/τKH . As gas accretion proceeds, the planetary envelope may become sufficiently massive to lose pressure support, whereby the planet will transition into a runaway growth phase. We only consider the Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale in calculating gas accretion rates, and the runaway growth phase is a consequence of τKH decreasing as the planet's mass increases. Other works have instead considered the disk-limited accretion phase when determining the gas accretion rate on massive planets (e.g. Machida et al. (2010) ; Tanigawa & Tanaka (2016) ; Hasegawa et al. (2018 Hasegawa et al. ( , 2019 ). Both approaches can produce similar results depending on the settings of the planet's envelope opacity (or Kelvin-Helmholtz parameters).
The termination of gas accretion onto massive planets is expected physically linked to gap-opening as the local surface density of gas within the planet's feeding zone decreases. We therefore parameterize the maximum mass of a forming planet, following Hasegawa & Pudritz (2013) , as,
Accretion onto planets whose masses exceed Mmax is artificially truncated. The settings of the parameter fmax range from 1-500, with low values corresponding to planets whose accretion is terminated shortly after gap-opening. It has been shown, however, that substantial gas accretion can be sustained after gap-opening takes place, corresponding to larger fmax values (Kley 1999; Lubow & D'Angelo 2006; Morbidelli et al. 2014) . We highlight that this parameter is the only intrinsic model parameter that we vary in our population synthesis calculations. It is a necessary inclusion to obtain a range of final planet masses corresponding to the data 3 . Tanigawa & Tanaka (2016) show that disk accretion rate limits a planet's gas supply, providing a physical means of terminating gas accretion. This is further explored in Lee (2019), who consider both disk accretion rate and local hydrodynamic flows to terminate the accretion onto shortperiod sub-Saturns. Another physical means of terminating gas accretion is through the interaction of the accreting planet's magnetic field and in-falling disk material, resulting in an accretion cross-section that inversely scales with planet mass (Batygin 2018; Cridland 2018) . Our method of terminating gas accretion simplifies the late stages of planet formation for the purposes of population synthesis calculations.
APPENDIX C: COMPARING M-A DISTRIBUTIONS TO CONSTANT DUST-TO-GAS RATIO MODELS
In figure C1 , we plot M-a distributions of planet populations resulting from two sets of models with different treatments of dust evolution: those with a full dust evolution treatment of Birnstiel et al. (2012) (left column), and those that neglect dust evolution and assume a constant dust-to-gas ratio of 0.01 (right column). We include both models to compare this work's dust treatment to the assumed constant f dtg models from Alessi & Pudritz (2018) , and to see the effects the dust evolution model has on our planet populations. For both sets of models, we include a small (33 AU) and large (66 AU) initial disk radius setting, in addition to the fiducial 50 AU models.
The effects of including the dust evolution model are readily seen when compared to the constant dust-to-gas ratio treatment of Alessi & Pudritz (2018) . We first emphasize that the super Earth and warm Jupiter frequencies are insensitive to the initial disk radius setting when a constant dust-to-gas ratio is assumed. Therefore, the disk radiusdependent trade-off between the super Earth and warm Jupiter populations formed at the ice line is only encountered when the full dust evolution treatment is included.
Inclusion of the dust evolution model also results in more short-period super Earths being formed from the dead zone trap. This is largely a result of the delayed growth in the dead zone, whereby the trap itself needs to migrate to the inner region of the disk before solid accretion can take place. This work's populations that include dust evolution can form super Earths with orbital radii down to ∼ 0.03 AU in the case of the smallest disk sizes, and down to ∼ 0.08 AU for the fiducial R0 = 50 AU case. The constant dust-togas ratios of Alessi & Pudritz (2018) were not able to form short-period, low mass super Earths. This is seen in figure C1 as the constant dust-to-gas ratio models all produce super Earths with orbital periods between ∼ 0.8 -2 AU. Including the dust evolution treatment therefore results in improved population results, as we are readily able to produce shorterperiod super Earths, filling out a region of the M-a diagram that is densely populated with observed planets.
Including dust evolution also results in many sub-Earth mass planets, which were not encountered in the constant dust-to-gas ratio cases. This is due to the solid depletion of the outer disk due to radial drift, and corresponding inefficient solid accretion in a subset of the planet formation runs that does not take place when f dtg is held constant. The constant dust-to-gas ratio models additionally have an overall larger gas giant formation frequency because of this.
In the case of a small disk (33 AU), the constant dust-togas ratio population shows a separation between the shorter period gas giants formed in the dead zone and the larger period gas giants formed in the ice line -one of the main results of Alessi & Pudritz (2018) . This feature is not seen in any of the models that include dust evolution, nor is it seen in the constant dust-to-gas ratio models where a larger initial disk size is considered. Figure C1 . Left Column: Planet populations resulting from the full dust evolution model are shown. We consider a range of initial disk radii (R 0 ) between the top (33 AU), middle (the fiducial 50 AU setting), and bottom panels (66 AU). Right Column: Populations resulting from an assumed constant dust-to-gas ratio of 0.01 (neglecting dust evolution as in Alessi & Pudritz (2018) ) are shown for comparison, using the same initial disk radii settings.
